SCSI ADAPTERS

**INTERNAL IDC50 MALE TO EXTERNAL SCSI II HPDB50 FEMALE**

MODEL CODE: SS-IDC50MDB50F

**INTERNAL IDC68 FEMALE TO EXTERNAL SCSI II HPDB50 FEMALE**

MODEL CODE: SS-IDC68FDB50F

**INTERNAL IDC68 FEMALE TO EXTERNAL SCSI III HPDB68 FEMALE**

MODEL CODE: SS-IDC68FDB68F

**INTERNAL IDC68 FEMALE TO EXTERNAL VHDI68 0.8 U160 FEMALE**

MODEL CODE: SS-IDC68FVHD68F

**SCSI I CN50F - SCSI III HPDB68M ADAPTER**

External SCSI I Centronics CN50 Female to SCSI III high density DB68 Male Adapter.

MODEL CODE: SA-CN50FHP68M

**SCSI II HPDB50F - SCSI III HPDB68M ADAPTER**

External SCSI II high density DB50 Female to SCSI III high density DB68 Male Adapter.

MODEL CODE: SA-HPD50FHP68M

**POWERBOOK HDI30 - SCSI I D25F ADAPTER**

PowerBook SCSI / Dock Adapter, dip switch used to toggle on dock or external SCSI connection.

MODEL CODE: SA-HDI30